Agenda Item

DATE:

8/10/2021

TO:

HONORABLE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL

FROM:

MARK EVANOFF, DEPUTY CITY MANAGER

SUBJECT:

RECEIVE INFORMATION AND PROVIDE DIRECTION REGARDING
FIREWORKS REGULATIONS AND POTENTIAL OPTIONS RELATED TO
SAME

Every year the City receives complaints about fireworks, including noise that disturbs people and pets, litter
and debris, and property damage that is caused by fireworks. As a result of these ongoing complaints, the
Council requested that staff provide an overview of the current ordinance, information about its effectiveness,
and possible options that may be explored to address the ongoing fireworks issues.
This report reviews the following:
Fireworks ordinance regulations and compliance
Analysis of the City and fireworks permit holders revenues and expenses
Potential enforcement options for fireworks violations.
Process for banning all fireworks

STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT
Fireworks policy is not a part of the Strategic Plan.

BACKGROUND
The City has a long history of allowing James Logan High School youth programs, civic groups, churches,
and youth sports teams to sell "safe and sane" fireworks as a fundraising tool to support their operations. Safe
and sane fireworks are fireworks authorized by the State Fire Marshal. Safe and sane fireworks do not explode
or fly independently into the air.
After a particularly difficult 2001 4th of July that resulted in injuries to residents and major clean-up of City
parks and City streets by Public Works staff, the City Council adopted Ordinance 570-01 to prohibit the sale
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and deployment of any fireworks.
Fireworks suppliers financed a successful referendum that temporarily suspended enforcement of the
ordinance that banned fireworks. The prohibition on the sale and deployment of fireworks was suspended until
the measure was placed before the voters.
The City Council called a special election and voters considered the fireworks prohibition referendum on
March 5, 2002. The ballot language read, “Shall Ordinance 570-01 repealing the sale, use, and possession of
safe and sane fireworks be adopted?”
Voters rejected the ordinance with 3,085 voters favoring the ban on fireworks sales and 3,795 voters rejecting
the ban on fireworks sales. Many voters later reported that the language of the ballot measure was confusing
and that some individuals thought voting no meant voting to stop the sale of fireworks.

DISCUSSION
Existing Regulations and Compliance

Existing Regulations
The City Council subsequently adopted Resolution No. 2537-03 on November 25, 2003 to establish new rules
for the sale and deployment of safe and sane fireworks. Resolution 2537-03 was amended by Resolution No.
5405-18 on November 13, 2018. Some of the key provisions of Resolution No. 2537-03 and Resolution 540518, which are still in effect, include the following:
Fireworks sales and deployment are prohibited east of Mission Boulevard.

Fireworks deployment is prohibited in City parks, City streets, and City property.
Fireworks can be sold 8:00 AM to 10:00 PM from July 1 through July 3, and 8:00 AM to 9:00 PM on
July 4.
Fireworks can be deployed on July 4, 8:00 PM to 11:00 PM only.
Fireworks booth permit holders are assessed a fee following each 4th of July to reimburse the City for
fireworks related clean-up and overtime expenses.
The fine for illegal deployment of fireworks is $100 on the first offense, $200 on the second offense
within a year, and $500 for the third offense within a year.
Within the city limits, the City strictly controls the sale of all safe and sane fireworks. The City also
successfully collects the fee from the permit holders to pay for clean-up and overtime. In preparation for the
4th of July, the City also:
Deploys about 40 temporary street signs at City entrance points with fireworks information.

Deploys signs along Mission Boulevard prohibiting fireworks east of Mission Boulevard.
Turns on sprinklers in parks during the evening of July 4th to discourage visitors and to keep landscapes
moist.
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Additional Public Works, Police, and Fire staff are deployed on overtime during the evening of July 4th.
The Fire Department specifically patrols Mission Boulevard as this area is particularly vulnerable to wild
land fires.
As a result of these proactive steps, the City does not have reports or complaints of individuals deploying
fireworks east of Mission Boulevard or in City parks. However, there have been regular reports of individuals
deploying fireworks on private property and in City streets. It is not uncommon for residents to organize large
parties and deploy both safe and sane and illegal fireworks. Additionally, both safe and sane fireworks and illegal
fireworks are deployed after the designated hours in the City’s existing regulations.
July 4th Holiday Period 2021
In 2021 during the 4th of July holiday period, the Police Department issued 9 administrative citations for
deploying safe and sane fireworks from City streets or too close to buildings, and 20 administrative citations
for deploying illegal fireworks.
The Police Department issued citations to the property owner by U.S. Postal Service and did not issue
citations directly to individuals. The administrative citation process has the advantage of allowing police
officers to enforce ordinance violations on private property without unnecessary detentions and confrontations
with individuals deploying illegal fireworks. These circumstances where officers are trying to enforce a civil
infraction or misdemeanor can quickly escalate and create a dangerous situation for the individuals and officers.
This is especially the case when violators are part of a large group or block party. Under police reform principles,
police officers should be taking into consideration the type of crime they are investigating and seek other types of
enforcement and resolution to avoid potentially unnecessary confrontation. The administrative citation process
enables the police department and City to enforce and address the violation without detaining the violator or
forwarding to the criminal court system.
On July 4, 2021, the Police Department deployed ten sworn police offices, two Fremont Dispatchers on
overtime, and four non-sworn UCP D personnel to assist with evidence collection and records. These personnel
augmented the eleven police department employees normally scheduled to work. Three additional sworn police
officers were deployed on July 2, and four additional sworn police officers were deployed July 3. A total of 23
sworn, non-sworn, and dispatcher personnel were deployed July 2 – July 4, 2021. The Union City Police
Department received 169 fireworks-related calls for service June 28 through July 5, 2021.

Alameda County Fire Department deployed two additional engine companies, each staffed by 3 firefighters for
a total of 6 firefighters, and one additional battalion chief. The additional staffing for the Fire Department only
covered the evening of July 4th until midnight, though illegal fireworks are set off into the early morning of July
5th.
During the July 4th/5th night, Alameda County Fire Department reported one fire impacted two structures, five
vegetation fires, and five other fires. The fire department cannot verify if all of the fires were caused by
fireworks. However, based upon a review of the Daily Call Logs for Battalion 7, Union City and Newark, it is
highly unusual to have so many fires in one evening. One medical call was attributed to fireworks.
Community Survey:
The City recently conducted a community survey to assess resident opinions of City services. The City’s
consultant conducted the poll from June 28 through July 7, which is during a period where fireworks were
being deployed illegally throughout the City. One question asked residents for any reasons for dissatisfaction
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with the quality of life in Union City. Loud and illegal fireworks were identified by 3.7 percent of the
respondents for dissatisfaction with the quality of life in Union City. A second question asked about reasons
for calling the Union City Police Department. Seven percent of the surveyed residents cited fireworks as a
reason for calling the Union City Police Department.

City and Fireworks Permit Holders Revenues and Expenses
Permit Holders
The 23 organizations that held fireworks booth permits in 2003 when the existing fireworks regulations were
adopted were allowed to continue receiving a permit to operate a fireworks booth. New fireworks permits
could not be issued to other organizations. If a fireworks booth permit was not used in a subsequent year, the
organization would lose the fireworks booth permit. Two organization chose to not continue selling fireworks
since 2003 so there are now only 21 permit holders.
The City Council raised the ratio limiting the number of fireworks-booth permits in 2018 from one booth
permit per 3,000 residents to one booth per 4,000 residents. The 21 grandfathered organizations holding
fireworks booth permits continued to sell fireworks. The existing 21 fireworks booth permits exceed the City
Council desired ratio of one booth permit per 4,000 residents. The City’s current 73,000 population would be
limited to 18 fireworks booth permits.
The following types of organizations are allowed to sell fireworks: non-profit associations with 501(c)(3) status
or with tax exempt status from the State Franchise Tax Board; organizations affiliated with a school district that
serves Union City residents; religious non-profit schools located within the boundaries of Union City. Each
organization must have at least 20 members and 50 percent of the members must be Union City residents.
Only one permit is authorized per non-profit identification number, per school district (via an organization), and
per religious non-profit school. The ten organizations affiliated with New Haven Unified School District
holding fireworks permits are all grandfathered in under prior regulations.
The existing 21 permit holders consist of the following: three church organizations; eight youth sports teams;
nine programs associated with James Logan High School; and one civic organization. See Exhibit 1 for a list
of permit holders and their affiliations. Not all fireworks permit holders activated their permits in 2020 and
2021 due to COVID-19 concerns. Six organizations chose not to sell in 2020 due to COVID-19 concerns.
Three organizations chose not to sell in 2021 due to COVID-19 concerns. The organizations that did not sell
fireworks in 2020 and 2021 due to COVID-19 concerns may reactivate their permits in 2022 without penalty.
Below is a summary of the gross and net sales for 2020 and 2021:

2020 - The gross sales for the 16 organizations selling fireworks was $937,028.48. The City
fireworks related expenses were $20,691.02. The City expenses are apportioned to each permit holder
based on the gross sales of fireworks.
2020 - The net income retained by the non-profits after City clean-up fees and fireworks
supplier fees was $388,743.86. Net proceeds after deduction of fireworks clean-up fees and fees
paid to the fireworks suppliers ranged from $9,062 to $65,620 per booth, with a median of $22,848 and
an average of $24,296.50 per organization. See Exhibit 2 for a breakdown on fireworks sales by
organization for 2020.
2021 - The gross fireworks sales for the 18 organizations selling fireworks was $984,308. City
fireworks related expenses for 2021 are not yet in, but the expenses will be billed to the fireworks
suppliers TNT and Phantom in August. The fireworks providers will deduct the City clean-up fees from
the final payment to the organizations operating fireworks booths.
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2021 - The net income estimated to be retained by non-profits after City clean-up fees and
fireworks supplier fees, is $398,939.49. The net income ranges from $4,928 to $63,201 per booth,
with a median of $21,580 and an average of $22,163. See Exhibit 3 for the 2021 fireworks sales figures.
Organizations are required to attest each year as to how the fireworks net revenues were spent. The City does
not audit the fireworks proceeds expenditures by the organizations operating fireworks booths. Respondents
reported that the revenues are spent on the mission of the respective organizations. Reportedly, fireworks
booth income for James Logan High School youth organizations is used to pay for supplemental travel and
equipment not covered by the New Haven Unified School District. The District provides a base budget to
athletics programs and other school supported programs, such as band and forensics. Expenses outside of the
base budget rely on fundraising, including the sale of fireworks.
Revenues and Expenses
Revenues:
The City will receive a one-percent sales tax (state sales tax) and ½ percent (local sales tax) from
fireworks sales estimated to be approximately $14,764 after state administrative fees in 2021.
The City receives a $161 business license fee per booth holder and each fireworks supplier for a total
$2,898 in 2021.
Each booth holder paid a $77 fireworks application fee or $1,386 total income in 2021. Staff is
evaluating if the $77 fireworks application fee is sufficient to cover staff time in the City Clerk’s Office,
the Finance Department, the City Manager’s Office, and the Fire Department for processing each
application.
Expenses:
City expenses for Police and Public Works overtime on fireworks in 2020 totaled $20,691.02. Total
fireworks related overtime expenses for 2021 are not yet finalized. City overtime fireworks expenses
have ranged from a high of $35,959 in 2015 to a low of $12,575 in 2016.
One hundred percent of City overtime and additional staffing expenses and Alameda County fire
Department July 4th Overtime related to fireworks are billed to, and paid by, the fireworks vendors who
pass the cost on to the organizations selling the fireworks.

Enforcement Options for Fireworks Violations
Fines
The City’s existing Fireworks Ordinance makes violations an infraction. Under state law, administrative
violations for municipal code violations cannot exceed $100 for the first violation, $200 for a second violation
within one year, and $500 for a third or any subsequent violation within one year. If the City were to make
violations of the City’s Fireworks Ordinance a misdemeanor, the City could issue administrative fines of up to
$1,000. The use of illegal fireworks may constitute either a criminal misdemeanor or felony depending on the
violation or activity.
There are two approaches for making fireworks violations a misdemeanor: 1) fining the individual, and 2)
creating a ‘social host’ ordinance to fine the property owner. Both approaches can be established at the same
time.
The first option, fining the individual, amends the municipal code to make fireworks a misdemeanor and raises
the fine amount to $1,000. Individuals convicted of a misdemeanor are subject to penalties of up to 6 months
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in jail and/or a fine of up to $1,000.
The challenge is that an officer must observe and apprehend an individual deploying or handling the illegal
fireworks to issue the citation. The criminal citation must be issued to the individual violating the law. There
could be challenges with officers attempting to make a criminal apprehension during 4th of July gatherings.
Additionally, the City would not have control over the ultimate outcome as the District Attorney is responsible
for prosecution.
The second option is to establish a Social Host Fireworks Ordinance. As a generally summary, a Social Host
Fireworks Ordinance makes property owners, or individuals that control the property, strictly liable for illegal
fireworks activity occurring on their property. If a violation is made a misdemeanor under the City’s municipal
code, the City could issue administrative fines of up to $1,000 for violations of the ordinance.
If an individual or property owner does not pay the citation, the City could seek payment through a collection
agency. Failure to pay could impact the individual’s credit rating. Union City’s citation processing consultant,
Data Ticket, has informed staff that it could issue reminder letters if a citation had not been paid and then notify
the Franchise Tax Board to redirect the State Income Tax reimbursements for the individual who committed
the offense to the City in the amount of the fine.
The cities of Rohnert Park and Petaluma in Sonoma County have established a Social Host Fireworks
Ordinances and established administrative citation amounts of $1,000 for violations. Petaluma has not yet
utilized the Social Host Fireworks Ordinance and currently issues a $250 fine against the individual deploying
fireworks. Petaluma utilizes a joint team composed of a fire official and a police officer when issuing citations.
Petaluma issued four $250 administrative citations in 2021 for deployment of any fireworks.

Banning Fireworks
The City of Petaluma adopted an ordinance to prohibit the deployment of all fireworks. The vote was 5-2 and
the ordinance took effect in April 2020. The ordinance was not challenged by a referendum. Although not
universal to all neighborhoods in Petaluma, the Petaluma Fire Marshall reported that deployment of safe and
sane fireworks and aerial fireworks diminished after the ban. Petaluma residents became more concerned about
the danger of fireworks deployment after the 2017 Tubbs Fire, which burned 36,807 acres and destroyed over
5,000 structures.
The City Council of Rohnert Park also adopted an ordinance prohibiting all fireworks that took effect on April
27, 2021. Organizations who received $335,000 in net-income from fireworks sales in 2020 challenged the
ordinance and qualified a referendum on May 18, 2021. The ban on fireworks sales was suspended and the
Rohnert Park allowed the 14 organizations that sold fireworks in 2020 to apply for fireworks sales permits in
2021. A special election is set for September 14, 2021 to decide the future of safe and sane fireworks sales in
Rohnert Park.
The City Council of Union City could direct staff to prepare an ordinance prohibiting the sale of safe and sane
fireworks. If the ordinance was subjected to a referendum, as occurred in 2001, the City Council would have
three options:
1. Repeal the ordinance
2. Submit the ordinance to the voters at the next regular municipal election (November 2022)
3. Submit the ordinance to the voters at a special election (June 2022 primary election or another date)
Should the City Council elect to submit the ordinance to the voters, the ordinance would not take effect until
the ordinance is upheld or rejected by the voters. Unless the City Council called for and paid for a special
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election, the matter would not be placed before the voters until November 2022. Fireworks sales would
proceed on July 4, 2022.
The estimated cost for a vote-by-mail special election, as a stand-alone election, is estimated to cost $450,000.
There is an 88-day minimum notice to call an election, which would likely place the earliest date of the special
election in March or April 2022.
Holding the special election on a fireworks referendum on the scheduled June 7, 2022 primary election in order
to reduce costs could create difficult logistical issues since it is less than 30 days before the 4th of July. By the
date of the primary election, organizations will have already submitted their fireworks applications and fireworks
will have been ordered and shipped. The Registrar of Voters will not have sufficient time to count the votes and
the City Council will not have certified the election before July 4th. Fireworks sales would proceed in July
2022 even if voters upheld a ban on fireworks sales.
As an alternative, passing an ordinance prohibiting fireworks sales immediately, the City Council could pass an
ordinance that ended the sale of safe and sane fireworks at a future date, such as 2023 or later. However, that
ordinance would still be subject to referendum.
Fireworks enforcement would need to continue and expand if there was a successful ban on the sale of
fireworks. It should be noted that without the income from fireworks sales to pay for extra staffing and
overtime, the general fund would pick up the additional costs of about $25,000 to $30,000 annually. These
costs would escalate year-over-year.
Grant Funding Organizations In-lieu of Selling Fireworks
Questions have been raised as to whether the City could create a funding mechanism to compensate the
organizations that raise funds through fireworks sales in the event of a future prohibition. The City currently
has no funding source for providing grants to the organizations selling fireworks. The net income for the 18
organizations selling fireworks in 2021 was just under $400,000. By way of comparison the three licensed
cannabis providers Community Benefits payments to Union City are considerably lower than $400,000 a year.
Flor East Bay, LLC’s annual community benefits payment to Union City is $100,000; Garden of Eden’s
annual community benefits payment will reach a high of $30,00 per year; and Jiva Life’s Community Benefit’s
payment will reach be $24,000 a year. The community benefit payments are currently targeted to local social
service and education programs and police training.
The City Council of Petaluma created a one-time grant program in the amount of $30,000 for the 13
organizations selling fireworks after the Petaluma City Council adopted its ordinance prohibiting fireworks.
The net income for the Petaluma organizations was $120,000, which is significantly less than the net fireworks
sales income Union City organizations retain.
The City of Rohnert Park evaluated, but did not yet establish a grant program to the 14 organizations that sold
fireworks. The Rohnert Park organizations netted $335,000 in fireworks sales income in 2020.
If the City Council wishes to pursue providing grants to organizations selling fireworks, a criteria and process
for awarding the funds would need to be established and approved by the City Council. Currently, religious
organizations, civic organizations, and youth sports and programs are the holders of the fireworks permits.
Survey
A referendum process and special election could be very expensive. The Council could consider seeking
additional information from the community to test the appropriate approach. While fireworks did not rise to a
significant concern in the recent community survey, a targeted survey could help the Council determine the
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support for the sale or ban of fireworks. Costs for a survey would be approximately $30,000.

FISCAL IMPACT
There is no fiscal impact providing direction to staff on the fireworks strategy that the City Council chooses to
pursue. The financial impact of the City Council’s chosen action will be evaluated and presented when the
City Council formally approves specific fireworks strategies.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the City Council review the below options and consider providing direction to staff on
next steps.
1. Evaluate the full cost of processing fireworks applications and return to the City Council with a
recommendation for full staff cost recovery; make no substantial changes to the current ordinance.
2. Make the deployment of illegal fireworks a misdemeanor and increase the fine to $1,000 and prepare a
Social Host Fireworks Ordinance to hold property owners responsible for deploying illegal fireworks
from their property.
3. Receive more community input regarding the support for the sale of safe and sane fireworks, or the
desire to ban fireworks sales through a community survey.
4. Prepare an ordinance prohibiting the sale and use of safe and sane fireworks; and
a. Explore providing competitive grants to non-profit organizations in-lieu of fireworks sales,
including sources of funding; and
b. Identify the long-term impact to the general fund to cover the costs of enforcement during
the 4th of July;
c. Revise the on the City’s Strategic Plan to identify fireworks ban as a priority so that
resources can be dedicated to this effort.
The Council may consider one or more of these options, and there could be other options not yet identified
that could be explored.

Prepared by:
Mark Evanoff, Deputy City Manager

Submitted by:
Mark Evanoff, Deputy City Manager

ATTACHMENTS:
Description

Type

Exhibit 1 - Summary List, Permit Holder

Exhibit

Exhibit 2 - Fireworks Sales 2020

Exhibit

Exhibit 3 - Fireworks Sales 2021

Exhibit

Public Comment - Revell

Attachment

Power Point

Attachment
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Fireworks Permit Holders
Affiliations and Revenues
July 4, 2021

James Logan High School Groups
• $21,658
James Logan Boys Basketball
• $13,100
Logan High Girls Basketball
James Logan Forensics
• $63,201
• $22,813
Logan High Wrestling
• $32,259
James Logan Band Boosters
Logan High Tennis
• $15,016
• $22,606
James Logan Football
• $35,259
James Logan Track and Field
Youth Sports Teams
• $ 4,927
• $21,015
• $19,267
• $16,862
• $14,678
• $18,688

East Bay Bandits
Mission Valley Track and Field
Union City Youth Football
Union City Youth Soccer
Union City Soccer Club
American Little League

Churches
• $17,497
• $21,471
• $18,694

Brown Temple
Union City Apostolic Church
Southern Alameda Co. Buddhist Church

Civic Groups
• $20,144

Union City Lions Club
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CITY OF UNION CITY
FIREWORKS ACTIVITY
JULY 4, 2020
BUSINESS LICENCE ACCT#

PHANTOM FIREWORKS

10003030
REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT

NON-PROFITS:
BROWN TEMPLE CHURCH OF GOD
EAST BAY BANDITS
JAMES LOGAN BOYS BASKETBALL
UC YOUTH SOCCER LEAGUE
PHANTOM TOTAL

$

$

200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
800.00

JLH SOFTBALL-10003032
10003031
10012488
10006729
10006731

BUSINESS LICENSE TAX

APPLICATION/PERMITTING FEE

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

156.00
156.00
156.00
156.00

75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00

GROSS SALES
$
$
$
$
$

47,521.00
25,894.62
62,177.56
69,561.30
205,154.48

TNT FIREWORKS
REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT
NON-PROFITS:
UNION CITY SOCCER CLUB
LOGAN HIGH GIRLS BASKETBALL
JAMES LOGAN FORENSICS
SO ALAMEDA CO BUDDHIST
LOGAN HIGH WRESTLING
UC AMERICAN LITTLE LEAGUE
JAMES LOGAN BAND BOOSTERS
LOGAN HIGH TENNIS
JAMES LOGAN TRACK & FIELD
UC APOSTOLIC CHURCH
MISSION VALLEY TRACK & FIELD
UNION CITY YOUTH FOOTBALL

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

156.00
156.00
156.00
156.00
156.00
156.00
156.00
156.00
156.00
156.00
156.00
156.00
156.00

APPLICATION/PERMITTING FEE

2.259%
2.259%
2.259%
2.259%

2.027%
2.027%
2.027%
2.027%

$
$
$
$
$

963.25
524.88
1,260.34
1,410.01
4,158.48

NET RETAINED BY NON-PROFIT

$
$
$
$
$

BILLING

SHARE OF

RATE

COSTS

2.259%
2.259%
2.259%
2.259%
2.259%
2.259%
2.259%
2.259%
2.259%
2.259%
2.259%
2.259%

$ 1,330.91
$
645.80
$ 2,973.66
$
937.04
$ 1,146.90
$ 1,205.23
$ 1,695.88
$
848.53
$ 2,124.28
$
933.38
$ 1,201.43
$ 1,489.50
$ 16,532.54

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 20,691.02

$

TOTAL SALES

$

937,028.48

CITY EXPENDITURES
FIRE DEPT EXPENDITURES

$
$

13,390.00 FY 19-20
5,601.00

$

18,991.00
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75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00

COSTS

58,918.00
28,590.00
131,638.00
41,482.00
50,772.00
53,354.00
75,074.00
37,564.00
94,038.00
41,320.00
53,186.00
65,938.00
731,874.00

BILLING RATE

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

GROSS SALES

SHARE OF

RATE

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
2,400.00

BUSINESS LICENSE TAX

BILLING

NET RETAINED BY NON-PROFIT

0.02027

99

16,000.00
9,062.90
18,000.00
20,868.00
63,930.90 CUSTOMER #00935 INVOICE 2017-0271
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25,730.91
24,162.62
65,619.76
17,632.27
19,159.06
20,631.48
30,362.14
14,109.00
42,998.28
15,145.88
21,623.50
27,638.06
324,812.96 CUSTOMER #00185 code:firew

388,743.86
if GL#1110-xxxx-23002-xxxxx

CITY OF UNION CITY
FIREWORKS ACTIVITY
JULY 4, 2021
* figures provided by Phamton

PHANTOM FIREWORKS
REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT
NON-PROFITS:
BROWN TEMPLE CHURCH OF GOD
EAST BAY BANDITS
JAMES LOGAN BOYS BASKETBALL
UC YOUTH SOCCER LEAGUE
PHANTOM TOTAL

$

$

200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
800.00

BUSINESS LIC ACCT#

BUSINESS LICENSE TAX

10003031 $
10012488
10006729
10006731

161.00
161.00
161.00
161.00

APPLICATION/PERMITTING FEE
$
$
$
$

77.00
77.00
77.00
77.00

BILLING
RATE

GROSS SALES
$
$
$
$
$

45,425.96
18,934.94
65,605.68
45,728.18
175,694.76

TNT FIREWORKS
REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT
NON-PROFITS:
UNION CITY SOCCER CLUB
LOGAN HIGH GIRLS BASKETBALL
JAMES LOGAN FORENSICS
SO ALAMEDA CO BUDDHIST
LOGAN HIGH WRESTLING
UC AMERICAN LITTLE LEAGUE
JAMES LOGAN BAND BOOSTERS
LOGAN HIGH TENNIS
LOGAN HIGH FOOTBALL
JAMES LOGAN TRACK & FIELD
UC APOSTOLIC CHURCH
MISSION VALLEY TRACK & FIELD
UNION CITY LIONS CLUB
UNION CITY YOUTH FOOTBALL

$

$

200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
2,800.00

BUSINESS LIC ACCT#

BUSINESS LICENSE TAX

10012489 $
10012473
10012477
10012483
10012484
10012478
10012476
10012480
10012472
10012485
10012474
10012475
10012481
10012479

161.00
161.00
161.00
161.00
161.00
161.00
161.00
161.00
161.00
161.00
161.00
161.00
161.00
161.00

APPLICATION/PERMITTING FEE
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

77.00
77.00
77.00
77.00
77.00
77.00
77.00
77.00
77.00
77.00
77.00
77.00
77.00
77.00

$

TOTAL SALES
CITY EXPENDITURES
FIRE DEPT EXPENDITURES
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GROSS SALES

SHARE OF
COSTS

$

-

BILLING

SHARE OF

RATE

COSTS

NET RETAINED BY NON-PROFIT

$
$
$
$
$

17,497.13
4,926.57
21,658.11
16,861.68
60,943.49 CUSTOMER #00935 INVOICE 2017-0271
NET RETAINED BY NON-PROFIT

37,966.00
35,376.00
127,189.00
43,918.00
59,848.00
50,656.00
79,058.00
39,256.00
51,946.00
79,204.00
55,996.00
52,658.00
44,815.00
50,728.00
808,614.00

$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

984,308.76

$

-

$

FY20-21

100
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14,678.00
13,100.00
63,201.00
18,694.00
22,813.00
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Union City - City Council Meeting on August 10, 2021, Agenda Item 7.b.
Dennis Revell
Mon 8/9/2021 2:11 PM
To: Carol Dutra-Vernaci <CarolD@UnionCity.Org>
Cc: Emily Duncan <EmilyD@UnionCity.Org>; Jaime Patino <JaimeP@UnionCity.Org>; Pat Gacoscos <PatG@UnionCity.Org>;
Gary Singh <GaryS@UnionCity.Org>; Joan Malloy <JoanM@UnionCity.Org>; dc-manager@unioncity.org <dcmanager@unioncity.org>; Anna M. Brown <AnnaB@UnionCity.Org>; Kristopher Kokotaylo <kkokotaylo@meyersnave.com>;
Jared Rinetti <JaredR@UnionCity.Org>; Stan Fernandez <Stan.Fernandez@acgov.org>; Milton Broussard
(broussardm@tntfireworks.com) <broussardm@tntfireworks.com>; John Castilone <CastiloneJ@tntfireworks.com>
4 attachments (930 KB)
Why are Illegal Fireworks So Bad - One Perspective (00038227xB1573).pdf; Summary of League of California Cities Illegal
Fireworks Presentation (00035211xB1573).pdf; TNT Interactive Flyer.pdf (00030185xB1573).pdf; Salinas 2021 Fireworks Report
and Stat Comparison with Union City (00042895xB1573).pdf;

WARNING: External email. Please verify sender before opening attachments or clicking on
links.

August 9, 2021
The Honorable Carol Dutra-Vernaci and
Members of the Union City - City Council
Union City Hall
34009 Alvarado-Niles Road
Union City, CA 94587

via email

RE:

Our Client:

American Promotional Events, Inc (TNT Fireworks)

SUBJECT:

Union City – City Council Meeting

DATE:

Tuesday, August 10, 2021 at 7:00 PM

AGENDA ITEM:

Agenda: Item 7.b. “Receive Information and Provide Direction Regarding
Fireworks Regulations and Potential Options Related to Same”

Dear Mayor Dutra-Vernaci and Councilmembers:
Since 1989 Revell Communications has served as the public relations/public affairs representative for
American Promotional Events, Inc. (TNT Fireworks), the state’s leading wholesale distributor of State
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Fire Marshal-Approved Fireworks. We assist TNT Fireworks with its community liaison activities as
well as with the development and implementation of both local and statewide Fireworks Safety &
Education Programs that it coordinates and/or underwrites in conjunction with local and state fire
departments and law enforcement agencies. We also assist our client as well as the State of California
and many local communities with the collection, tabulation and analysis of local fire and injury data as it
relates to illegal, state-approved and unknown fireworks and act as a resource library for those same
entities on emerging enforcement and public education techniques throughout the country as we all battle
with the growing menacing problem of illegal fireworks.
I believe everyone agrees that the sale and use of illegal fireworks in California has reached epidemic
proportions. While 2020 was bad, I believe 2021 proved to be substantially worse, especially in
communities where no fireworks are allowed. One need only reflect on two striking and tragic examples
of this escalation in illegal fireworks issues: the death of two people in a massive explosion in Ontario,
CA (https://abc7chicago.com/ontario-explosion-fire-smoke/10423411/); and the injuries to 17 people and
the destruction of the LAPD Bomb containment truck and multiple homes and businesses in the vicinity
in Los Angeles (https://abc7.com/catastrophic-failure-occurred-during-south-la-fireworksdetonation/10849896/); to understand what has so many people concerned.
Despite public demands for increased enforcement, increased public education and some local
jurisdictions finally employing administrative fines, adopting fireworks social host ordinances, and
deploying dedicated illegal fireworks patrols, the volume of illegal aerial items in particular, continues to
metastasize across our state.
To fully appreciate the severity of the illegal fireworks problem in California in 2020 and 2021, I have
developed the below two dropboxes containing a sampling of both video and print coverage of the illegal
fireworks problems across the state surrounding the 4th of July. Please keep in mind, virtually all of
this media coverage is in jurisdictions where no fireworks, not even State Fire Marshal-Approved,
Safe and Sane Fireworks, are allowed.
DROP BOX
Illegal Fireworks Video/Newsclips
To view the below videos and newsclips for 2020 please go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/1a1jnejpwacp9kw/AAC2zwGxSikDzgKpTDkLTvxKa?dl=0
To view the below videos and newsclips for 2021 please go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/yyg10anawd1exyx/AABMA9pFa7McrY1fYehO-RSAa?dl=0
If you have a drop box account, the link will go directly to these folders. If you do not, you will be taken
to a window that will ask you to create an account…you do not need to create one, simply select “No
Thank You” at the bottom right and you will be redirected to the folder.
You may download by hovering over an item and then select the three dots … on the right side of the
Share and Open icons.
Inside the 2020 folder are the following clips:
ABC 7 Pasadena 6/24/20
Aerial View Illegal Fireworks LA – 2 7/6/20
Aerial View Illegal Fireworks LA 7/6/20
Bay Area Illegal Fireworks Composite 7/6/20
Channel 4 news report on LA Illegal Fireworks 7/5/20
Closed Cities Struggling with Illegal Fireworks 2020 Press Clips Sample
Illegal Fireworks set to Blade Runner 2020
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Insane Fireworks drone footage LA 7/4/20
KRON Bay Area Fireworks 6/24/20
LA July 1 2020 aerial view of illegal fireworks across SoCal
Oakland 6/22/20 Illegal Fireworks News Report
Orange County Channel 4 news report on Illegal Fireworks 7/3/20
Orange County Illegal Fireworks Report 6/29/20
San Jose Illegal Fireworks News Report June 2020
San Jose Illegal Fireworks Jan 2020
TicTok 7/6/20 Illegal Fireworks in LA
Inside the 2021 folder are the following clips:
Bakersfield Residents Are Taking Action 23 ABC July 2021
Ch 2 May 12 2021 Illegal Fireworks Report
Closed Cities Struggling with Illegal Fireworks 2021 Sample Articles
Defying Fireworks – San Jose KPIX July 2021
Fresno Skyline July 4 2021 Illegal Fireworks
Illegal Fireworks and Gangs Press Clips Sample 2021
Illegal Fireworks Light Up LA July 2021
KPIX 5 Oakland Illegal Fireworks July 3, 2021
KTVU Bay Area Illegal Fireworks Spark Fires July 2021
LA High Rise Hit by Illegal Fireworks Catches Fire July 2021
NBC 4 Illegal Fireworks
Oakland 12 Hours Nonstop Chaos ABC 7 July 2021
San Bernardino County Fire on Illegal Fireworks Sales May 2021
San Bernardino County Illegal Fireworks Report Promo 2021
Attached hereto you will find a document in which I offer my perspective of the problem entitled, “Why
Are Illegal Firework So Bad Each Year?”.
If you attended the League of California Cities Annual Conference in Sacramento on Thursday,
September 14, 2017 you may have experienced a comprehensive presentation on illegal fireworks by the
then head of the League’s Fire Chiefs Division, Mike McLaughlin, Fire Chief, Cosumnes Community
Services District Fire Department. Attached hereto please find a summary of his presentation and at the
conclusion of that summary is a dropbox account link where you can view actual ordinances and
rationales for those ordinances on all of these possible and suggested amendments that could be made to
the Union City Fireworks Ordinance.
I would also like to share with you the attached one-page digital summary of ways in which our client
can assist the City of Union City to tackle its illegal fireworks problem. (See Attached TNT Interactive
Flyer entitled “How Can TNT Fireworks Help You with Your Illegal Fireworks Issue?”)
Right after the 4th of July last month the League of California Cities held a Zoom call with the State Fire
Marshal and Councilmembers from over 100 California cities. During that call, Councilmembers from
cities that do not allow any fireworks confirmed that the use of illegal fireworks is the worst in their
jurisdictions and cities who have adopted the recommendations outlined in our interactive flyer have all
made substantial progress in their fight against illegal fireworks.
Several California jurisdictions have taken the buffet of legal solutions and operational enforcement
options presented by the League of California Cities and TNT Fireworks one step further. Here is just a
sampling of what other cities are doing:
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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ANAHEIM:
Utilized a new real-time heat map that outlined calls and complaints so that enforcement
teams could concentrate their patrols in areas most severely impacted by illegal fireworks.
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA
VISALIA:
· Came up with a mapping system similar to what we have on Nail’em. It allowed patrols
to see what calls were the most recent and if there were multiple calls in the same area.
·

They issued 87 citations as a result.

MANTECA: (Click here for summary)
Utilize the Nail’em app and dispatched reports to all on-duty officers.
Requested off-duty personnel to download Nail’em app and report illegal fireworks use and
be witness a at enforcement hearing.
The most active and successful use of the Nail’em app, per capita, of any jurisdiction in
California. Received 678 Nail’em reports in 2020.
SALINAS:
· 800 lawn signs in challenged neighborhoods which were credited with decreased calls.
·

For the first time they involved code enforcement personnel to observe and record illegal
activity and then give it to the police department to issue citations.

·

Administrative Citations ballooned to 108 with fines from $1,250 to $2,250 for use and
possession when an additional $1,000 was added for violation of the noise ordinance.

·

In 2021, with fewer police officers deployed than Union City, in a city of roughly the same
square miles, they issued 251 Administrative Citations plus an additional 106 “Notices of
Violations” for a total citation amount of $362,500 (see attached summary and staff
reports)

SEASIDE:
· Implemented a drone program to obtain video of fireworks violations and then issued
citations based on that footage.
·

Increased fines from $1,000 to $2,500.

·

Mailed a letter to property owners warning that strict liability would be imposed on
owners for the use of illegal fireworks on their property.

·

26 Administrative Citations issued worth $65,000.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
ELK GROVE: (Click here for summary)
· Utilize the Nail’em app with seven officers and fire personnel pursuing violators.
Received 540 Nail’em reports in 2020.
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·

200 yard-signs in challenged neighborhoods which was credited with increased citations
and enforcements.

·

Deployed enforcement officers in dedicated, unmarked vehicles.

·

Adopted and implemented a Fireworks Social Host Ordinance.

·

Engaged in a major media and public education program explaining Nail’em and Social
Host Liability.

ROHNERT PARK
· Adopted and implemented a Fireworks Social Host Ordinance.
·

In the first year they utilized the Nail’em app, received 88 reports and issued fifty-nine
$1,000 citations.

·

Like Manteca, requested off-duty fire and police personnel to download Nail’em app, file
reports of illegal fireworks use and agree to testify at enforcement hearings.

SACRAMENTO
In May 2021 adopted new ordinances, including a Fireworks Social Host, Response Cost
Recovery and Increased Administrative Fines (Increased to $1,000 to $2,500 for initial
violations).
Effort centered on proactive enforcement education and outreach to areas with high volume
of past complaints and visual or audible evidence of illegal fireworks.
Citations administered from visual verification by a fire department officer that illegal
fireworks were being used on a property.
Program supported by coordinated Outreach and Public Education effort using Social
Media, Electronic Billboards, Utility Bill Inserts, street signage, etc.
Resulted in 188 citations with more pending.
An increasing number of cities, counties and fire districts are adopting “Fireworks Social Host
Ordinances” in order to make owners, renters, leasees and/or those that have possession of a residence
or other property (“Responsible Person”), responsible for dangerous illegal fireworks possession and use
on that property. Law enforcement and fire authorities in a jurisdiction only need to verify on what
property the fireworks were launched or used. Once that is verified, the jurisdiction may pursue the
“Responsible Person” for that jurisdiction’s fine. (click here for rationale for and samples of Social Host
Ordinances.)
I would also strongly suggest that Union City fully participate with TNT Fireworks’ free illegal fireworks
reporting smartphone app… “Nail’em”: In 2021 157 Cities, Counties and Fire Jurisdictions had their
residents create 6,708 illegal fireworks usage and/or sale reports. TNT Fireworks offers this service free
of charge with no contracts and agreements. (Click here for an overview of Nail’em for both Apple and
Android, an Overview of the process to start and use the free Nail’em smartphone mobile app, and the
Distribution Form)
For the two months leading up to this 4th of July, Californians were treated to a cacophony of booms,
bangs and amateur illegal aerial fireworks displays. Local fire and law enforcement agencies who were
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kept busy responding nightly to residents’ complaints about these illegal aerial displays and the
celebratory explosives, said it was one of the most prolonged and intense periods of illegal, intermittent
neighborhood bombardments they had ever witnessed. While no community was immune from these
insane illegal displays this year, the rampant use of illegal fireworks was particularly crazy in
communities where no fireworks are allowed.
So many California communities have been experiencing an annual, growing, rampant use of illegal
fireworks, because until recently, little or nothing was being done to stop the interdiction of these illegal,
dangerous items into California. As a result, local jurisdictions have become not only the “first line of
defense”, but the “only line of defense” against illegal fireworks!
For the better part of the last two decades, there has been no border integrity or inspections for illegal
fireworks like there used to be. As a result, there are both hordes of individual criminal entrepreneurs as
well as large commercial operations smuggling these dangerous, illegal fireworks into the state without
fear of being caught or suffering any criminal consequences. One of those operations openly brags that it
makes somewhere in the neighborhood of $5 million each year from illegal fireworks sales in Los
Angeles County alone. You will see that company’s illegal fireworks in all of the pictures of the recent
16 ton seizure in Los Angeles that resulted in the destruction of the Los Angeles Police Department’s
bomb containment truck.
Many opponents of the sale and use of state-approved fireworks will argue that the presence of stateapproved fireworks in a community masks the use of illegal fireworks and that if you only banned the use
of state-approved fireworks by law-abiding residents in your community you could take care of the illegal
fireworks problem. If such was the case, the videos at the links earlier in this correspondence would not
show the overpowering, insane displays that began in early May and have continued through and after
the 4th of July throughout the State of California. Virtually all of those illegal aerial displays are in
communities that prohibit the sale and use of any fireworks. Banning the sale and use of state-approved
fireworks in the City of Union City is not this community’s answer to illegal fireworks.
It is important to remember that state-approved fireworks are not the problem in Union City or in any
other community in California. Illegal fireworks are the problem! The sale and use of illegal fireworks
are no longer a seasonal concern, it is a year-round concern. The organized illegal sales operations are
moving illegal fireworks into California year-round.
I realize that you may view this email as a major information dump from a representative of a biased
stakeholder in the matter. However, I think that the documents presented by Chief McLaughlin before
the League of Cities over four years ago, as well as the other information and media coverage attached to
this email, speak for themselves and reinforce that there are other options that local governments could
and should be taking.
I would welcome the opportunity to speak with each of you on the phone in advance of your City Council
meeting to discuss and answer any questions or concerns you have regarding the enclosed information.
Respectfully submitted,

REVELL COMMUNICATIONS
Dennis C. Revell
President/CEO
Office
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Cell –
Cc:

Pat Gacoscos, Vice Mayor
Emily Duncan, Councilmember
Jaime Patino, Councilmember
Gary Singh, Councilmember
Joan Malloy, City Manager
Mark Evanoff, Deputy City Manager
Anna Brown, City Clerk
Kristopher Kikotaylo, City Attorney
Jared Rinetti, Chief of Police
Stan Fernandez, Deputy Fire Marshal, Alameda County Fire
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As of 2/1/20
WHY ARE THE ILLEGAL FIREWORKS SO BAD EACH YEAR
One Perspective
By:

Dennis C. Revell
President/CEO
Revell Communications

Regrettably, we have seen each successive year go down as the worst year in California 4th of July
history for the volume of and problems caused by illegal fireworks. The State of California has
primary, and in some instances exclusive, jurisdiction for dealing with this problem. Instead of
dealing with it as they should, and at a minimum containing the problem; they have abdicated
their responsibility and made local government not only the “first line of defense” … they have
made them the “only line of defense” against illegal fireworks.
How has this happened? Here are just a few insights.


Fireworks come into the United States through four Western ports, three of which are in
California (Oakland, Long Beach and Los Angeles). They leave those ports in two ways,
by rail or by truck. Both our client, TNT Fireworks, and the U.S. Department of
Transportation have argued to the California State Fire Marshal for some time that there
are operations that pick up product at those ports that is illegal in California, but is legal
elsewhere, that supposedly is to be trucked to a legal location outside of California.
Instead, these products are drop shipped to locations here in California. In recent years,
there have been major seizures of illegal fireworks, particularly in Southern California
warehouses, that ranged from 15 to 25 tons each which were drop shipments from the
ports.



There is no border integrity or inspections for illegal fireworks like there used to be. As a
result, there are both hordes of individual criminal entrepreneurs as well as large
commercial operations smuggling these dangerous illegal fireworks into this state
without fear of being caught or suffering any criminal consequences. One of those
operations openly brags that it makes somewhere in the neighborhood of $5 million
each year from illegal fireworks sales in Southern California alone.



To my knowledge, over the last two decades there have been no state or federal
prosecutions of any individual or entity for engaging in or facilitating the importation
and/or sale of dangerous illegal fireworks in California.



Despite its mandatory duty to pick up illegal fireworks within 90 days of when a local
jurisdiction had seized them, the State Fire Marshal, until the last two years, was not
picking up any of those warehoused illegal fireworks and were telling local jurisdictions
it was their responsibility to dispose of them at a cost of as much as $23.00 per pound.
As a result, in part because of TNT Fireworks’ advocacy on the issue on behalf of local
governments across the state, we were able to convince the Brown Administration and
the State Legislature to appropriate additional money in 2014 and 2015 to take care of
the backlog of seized illegal fireworks across the state as well as those that were seized
in 2015 and 2016. For the better part of the first seven years of the Brown
Administration the Governor was unwilling to allocate any new General Fund monies to
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As of 2/1/20
deal with this admittedly General Fund responsibility and as a consequence there was
no money in the State Fire Marshal Fund to cover the pickup, transportation and
disposal of any illegal fireworks seized by your jurisdiction, except when it made
emergency transfers from other sources.
In October 2018, Governor Brown did a Budget Change Proposal (BCP) and moved $3.6 million into
the State Fire Marshal Fireworks Enforcement and Disposal Fund to fund illegal fireworks
enforcement, disposal and public education for the balance of Fiscal Year 2018/19.
Governor Gavin Newsom introduced his proposed state budget for Fiscal Year 2019/20. As a part of the
overall budget that the State Legislature adopted, he included an on‐going $3.6 million for fireworks
enforcement, education and disposal. As you may know, the funding for fireworks enforcement and
disposal has varied over the decades with no long‐term solution. This general fund proposal helped
resolve the long‐standing issue of disposal of illegal and dangerous fireworks that are seized and
stockpiled throughout the state. It will hopefully provide a stable, long‐term funding source to support
the increasing demands for fireworks education, enforcement, and disposal. The proposal funded four
positions within CAL FIRE‐Office of the State Fire Marshal to assist in the enforcement and disposal
efforts. The State Fire Marshal’s goal is to not only collect local confiscated fireworks in a timely
manner, but to provide enforcement support and assistance to regional fireworks task forces and
interdiction operations. The State Fire Marshal also plans to expand its public outreach campaign and
provide local agencies with additional tools and resources to educate the public on the hazards of illegal
fireworks. Governor Newsom kept faith with his promise and his proposed budget for Fiscal Year
2020/2021 continues this $3.6 million of funding.
This proposal will require legislative approval and that process will occur over the next several months.
Your local legislator will likely welcome your input and expertise regarding the severity of the fireworks
problems in your community and the need for this permanent funding.
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SUMMARY OF PRESENTATION
by
THE LEAGUE OF CALIFORNIA CITIES
at their
ANNUAL CONFERENCE
on
September 14, 2017
Program Topic: “Fireworks: Impacts Enforcement Challenges, and
What City Officials Should Know 1:25 - 1:45 p.m.
The sale of safe and sane fireworks is one of the top fundraiser activities for nonprofit
organizations. The impacts from the use and seizure of legal and illegal fireworks
inundate public safety agencies throughout the state and cities are burdened with the
costs. Current laws have created a conundrum that impacts cities: Seized fireworks
are Hazardous Materials; Metallic ingredients/environmental contaminants;
Moratorium on burning; Packaging requirements; Disposal costs. This session
provides an overview of current laws and their impacts, stockpiling seized materials,
industry viewpoints, and regulatory options for consideration.
Speaker: Michael McLaughlin, Fire Chief, Cosumnes Community Services District
Fire Department”

Outline of Chief McLaughlin’s presentation at the League of Cities Conference:
“If we are going to change these trends, all the stakeholders must collectively focus
on seriously tackling the illegal fireworks problem and its source. We have a unique,
time-sensitive opportunity to craft and implement solutions, because:
1. The news media has finally and universally focused on the scope and severity of the
illegal fireworks problem.
2. People are frustrated and fed up with the inability to control or manage the problem.
3. The governing bodies are beginning to clamor for answers and solutions as they feel
the pressure from their constituents.
4. Non-profit organizations who rely on the sale of State approved fireworks as their
primary fundraiser, and the state-approved fireworks industry are losing sales to these
illegal fireworks criminals.
5. Despite their best efforts, local law enforcement and fire departments are frustrated
with being unable to deliver for their constituents.
6. California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) finds that all seized
fireworks, regardless of their condition, shall be categorized as hazardous waste,
which categorically increases the cost of disposal. Conversely, the US Environmental
Protection Agency found on July 6, 2017, that seized fireworks only become
{00035206.DOCX; 1}
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hazardous waste “when they fail to function, are damaged and cannot be reclaimed,
or are otherwise discarded.”
7. The State of California has a continuing, statutorily-mandated responsibility to pick
up seized illegal fireworks and dispose of them despite the failure of the State
Legislature or any recent Administration to budget general fund dollars to cover these
costs or state enforcement efforts.
8. The California State Fire Marshal (SFM) is responsible for the disposal of seized
fireworks; this responsibility continues to be unfunded or underfunded. Local
agencies are concerned about absorbing the costs of disposal of all the illegal
fireworks they seize.
Local Options for Consideration
1. To develop measurable results, adopt ordinance provisions that require law
enforcement and fire departments to develop a joint Event Action Plan and present it
to the governing body by June 15th each year followed up by an After Action Report
by September 1st of each year.
2. Adopt ordinance provisions that provide for “Fireworks Social Host” liability and
enforcement.
3. Adopt maximum Administrative Fines for possession and use of under 25 lbs. gross
weight of illegal fireworks rather than relying on the District Attorney or City
Attorney to prosecute in Superior Court under either the California Health and Safety
Code (H&SC) or that jurisdiction’s municipal code.
4. Empower the citizenry to be extensions of a community’s enforcement effort by
utilizing mechanisms that require the reporting party to provide the maximum
amount of details or evidence of a violation, and provide consent to act as a witness
in any administrative citation actions against the alleged violator. Smartphone apps
already exist.
5. Then act on those online or app reports by citing the violators, be they users or social
hosts of the violations.
At a State and Federal Level We Need to Advance the Following Targeted
Approaches:
1. Staff, fund and empower the SFM to fulfill their H&SC responsibilities and tackle
the rampant growth of illegal fireworks in virtually every community in this state.
2. Craft a disposal/repurposing solution that makes sense for the taxpayers, local
government and the state-approved fireworks industry in California, so local
jurisdictions are not reluctant to make seizures of illegal fireworks and risk the
responsibility to bear the hefty out-of-state disposal costs.
3. Challenge the SFM, US Department of Transportation (DOT), US
Customs/Homeland Security, California OES - Homeland Security Division,
Licensed Fireworks Importers/Exporters and the California Ports to develop a

{00035206.DOCX; 1}
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tracking and enforcement strategy. Develop State and Federal legislation or
regulations to mitigate the “drop shipments” in California of large quantities of
illegal fireworks originating from the ports.
4. Challenge the SFM, California OES, and Licensed Fireworks Importers/Exporters to
form new regional illegal fireworks enforcement task forces and establish a
centralized communication network among these task forces.
5. Enhance the Social Media Tracking of illegal fireworks sales and coordinate regional
or multi-regional sting and enforcement actions between these task forces and state
and federal agencies.
6. Examine and deploy new illegal fireworks detection and surveillance tools such as
aerial drones, shot spotter, GPS tracking, etc.
7. Charge state and federal agencies to evaluate and surveil the import and export
activities of fireworks importers and any transportation vendors that ship the
fireworks once they arrive at a California port.”

A League of Cities drop box folder has been established and contains reference materials for
Chief McLaughlin’s presentation. Below is the Table of Contents for this “League of Cities”
folder in the drop box. The link and instructions on how to access the drop box documents are
below..

League of Cities
Table of Contents
1 Why are Illegal Fireworks so Bad
One Person’s Perspective
Lois Henry’s Perspective
2 Illegal Fireworks Administrative Fines
Rationale for Administrative Fine
OSFM Draft Administrative Fine Model Ordinance
SB 839 Chaptered
SB 839 Fact Sheet
3 Illegal Fireworks Social Host Ordinances
Rationale for Fireworks Social Host
Actual Social Host and Administrative Fine Ordinances
Bakersfield Administrative Fines
Ceres Fireworks Ordinance April 2017
Desert Hot Springs Admin Fine Staff Report and Ordinance
Downey Administrative Fine Staff Report and Ordinance
Kern County Social Host
Lemoore Social Host w Staff Report
Lodi Social Host, Administrative Fine and Cost Recovery Ordinance
Manteca with Cost Recovery
Modesto Social Host

{00035206.DOCX; 1}
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OSFM Draft Administrative Fine Model Ordinance
Patterson Administrative Citation
Redwood City Report and Social Host Ordinance
Ripon Social Host
Rohnert Park Report and Social Host Ordinance
San Jose Social Host Ordinance
Salinas Social Host with Cost Recovery
Santa Clara County w Response Recovery
Santa Maria Social Host w Disposal Recovery
Visalia April 2017 Fireworks Ordinance
4 Illegal Fireworks Response Costs Recovery
Rationale for Response Costs
Response Costs Model Ordinance Provision
5 Illegal Fireworks Operation Plan and After Action Report
Rationale for Operation Plan and After Action Report
Draft Model Operation Plan and After Action Report Ordinance Provision
6 Nail’em
Introduction to Nail’em
Nail’em User Guide
Nail’em Notifications Distribution Form
Nail’em Overview

If you have a drop box account the link will go directly to this folder. If you do not, you will be
taken to a window that will ask you to create an account…you do not need to create one, simply
select “No Thank You” at the bottom right and you will be redirected to the folder.
Select a folder to view contents. You may download and print by double clicking an item and
then select the three dots … on the right side of the Share and Open icons.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/5wstsubik7d72t5/AABzlerDiq_QursvEx9jmWDLa?dl=0
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How can TNT Fireworks Help You with
YOUR Illegal Fireworks Issue?
Since entering the California market
over 28 years ago, TNT Fireworks
has distinguished itself throughout
the state as a company that is
committed to safety, quality and
service, as well as supporting public
safety agencies’ efforts in those communities to combat
the sale and use of illegal fireworks.
Recognizing that local jurisdictions have not only become
the “first line of defense” but regrettably the “only line
of defense” against illegal fireworks, TNT Fireworks has
been partnering with cities throughout California in a
joint effort to curb illegal fireworks. (Click here to see why
illegal fireworks problems keep getting worse.)
TNT Fireworks has
developed several
tools, that when used
in conjunction with
each other will have
an impact on your
community’s illegal
fireworks problem.

ADMINISTRATIVE FINE CITATIONS
Until January 1, 2008, local jurisdictions in most instances
were relegated to criminally citing those in possession or
using illegal fireworks utilizing provisions of the California
Health and Safety Code. As a result of the state legislation
(SB 839) which was signed into law on October 12, 2007
and became effective January 1, 2008, local jurisdictions
are now allowed to utilize an Administrative Citation
and Fine Process for possession and/or use of less than
25 pounds of illegal fireworks with the bulk of that fine
revenue remaining in your jurisdiction.
(Click here for rationale for and sample Administrative
Fine Ordinance.)

FIREWORKS SOCIAL HOST ORDINANCE
An increasing number of cities, counties and fire districts
are adopting “Fireworks Social Host Ordinances” in
order to make owners,
renters, leasees, and/or those
that have possession of a
residence or other property
(“Responsible Person”),
responsible for dangerous
illegal fireworks possession
City Council/RSA Agenda

and use on that property. Law enforcement and fire
authorities in a jurisdiction only need to verify on what
property the fireworks were launched or used. Once that
is verified, the jurisdiction may pursue the “Responsible
Person” for that jurisdiction’s fine. In most instances, in
general law cities, it is the maximum fine of $1,000.
(Click here for rationale for and samples of Social Host
Ordinances.)

RESPONSE COST RECOVERY ORDINANCE
Response Cost Recovery Provision is a safety net to allow
you to seize illegal fireworks and minimize your exposure
of being stuck with the costly
disposal costs associated
with them if the State fails to
pick them up. (Click here for
rationale for and a sample
Response Cost Recovery
Ordinance.)

ILLEGAL FIREWORKS REPORTING
SMARTPHONE APP – “NAIL’EM”
This new, unique smartphone
app, appropriately named
“Nail’em”, places the
power of illegal fireworks
enforcement in the palm
of your residents’ hands. It
allows them to easily report
the possession, sale and
use of illegal fireworks in
your community along with
photos and GPS locations.
When your jurisdiction fully participates with “Nail’em”,
the citizen’s complaint is automatically routed to the
correct law enforcement and/or fire personnel. Your
jurisdiction can then follow up using their Social
Host / Administrative Fine / Response Cost Recovery
Ordinances.
Using this tool in conjunction with the others listed
above will allow your jurisdiction to issue more
cititations/fines resulting in fewer people choosing to
use and/or sell in illegal fireworks next year.
(Click here for more information on this amazing new
free app and how you can get it for your jurisdiction.)
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Comnarison of Salina s versus Union Citv for 2021
Population
Square Miles
Number of Police Officers
Surcharge on Safe and
Sane to Underwrite
Enforcement

of July Fireworks
Enforcement Deployment
4th

Fire Data

Total Number of Citations
Issued and Gross Dollar

Amount

{00042871.DoCX;
City Council/RSA
Agenda

1}

SALINAS

UNIOI\ CITY

156,143
23.45
170 Sworn Officers

74.722
19.22

8l

Sworn Officers

6%-8%

7%

POLICE
6 Officers
l0 Officers
I Community Service Officer
2 Dispatchers
I Sargent
4 Non-Sworn UCPD Personel
FIRE
1 Additional Engine with 3
2 Additional Engines with 3
firefighters
firefighters each
I Battalion Chief
FINE LEVELS
$1,250 TO $2,250 for Fireworks
$100 to $500 (depending on
number of violations in one
$1,000 for Violations of Noise
Ordinance
Year)
TYPES OF CITATIONS
Administrative Fine for
Administrative Fine for
Possession or Use of Illegal
Possession or Use of Illegal
Fireworks or Misuse of Safe and
Fireworks or Misuse of Safe
Sane Fireworks
and Sane Fireworks
Fireworks Social Host Ordinance
Noise Ordinance
None
Cost Recovery Ordinance
25 I Administrative Citations
9 Citations for using Safe and
Plus
Sane too close to buildings
106 additional'Notice of
20 Citations for use of Illegal
Violation"
Fireworks
Total Citation Dollars $362,500
Estimated Total Citation
Dollars $2,900
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City of Salinas
Fireworks Enforcement
Operations
AFTER ACTION REPORT
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AFTER ACTION REPORT OVERVIEW

'

This report is a compilation of information from the different departments
and staff who participated in the enforcement operations and public
outreach campaigns.

a

The information was gathered by the Salinas Fire Department (SFD), the
Salinas Police Department (SPDI, Salinas Public Works Department (SPW),
the Monterey County Emergency Communications Department (ECD) and
MagOne Media.
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FIREWORKS SAFETY
HOME,0 OUR CITY 5ERV|CES,, FIRE DEPARTMENT p FIRE PREVENTION

Report Fireworks

r

FIREWORKS SAFEW

Service Request
1

.".dh';#i

"#:,ffi;

. . / /r \ \ '
-SALINASI coNNECr

1il.. l rrr

I

Find Out
I

Flnd fire safcty lnfo for klds?
Keep your children sa'e bi,
talKing to them abc,-t fire.-.

Celebrate Safely with
Safe and Sane Fireworks in Salinas

Flnd a nelghborhood

firehouse?

Help us keep our community safe this Fourth of July -- report illegal and unsafe fireworks

Use this interactii,e map

and those putting others in danger. Use SallnatCOilNECT,t (click "Requert Scrvlceli" and

out the ireno,se thal...

to fir d

give us as much info as possible), call our tip line, or text us a photo and the address of the
violation. Together we can keep Salinas safe this holiday and have a great.luly 4th.

Prcparc for a dlraster?
=ake the

time to re.ie.', the

tcilc,,'. in g linl'.:
ar d orepeie...

Call us:758-7475

Text us: 758-7475
vierv all in Fire

Departnrent
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REVENUE STATISTICS

Stdtisticdl I nfo rmdtio n :

Duration: June Ist - July L5th, 202L
Funding Sources

2020

2021

"Safe & Sane" retail fireworks booth application fees:

5t,238

s7,508

"Safe & Sane" fireworks retail sales surcharges (7% of gross):

Stg,s32

57q,qos

tzo,ooo

S36z,soo

lllegal fireworks Administrative Citations:

S

i::

City Council/RSA Agenda
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CHARITABLE ORGAN'ZNI ON STATISTICS 2O2L
2021TNT Fireworks Sales #'s- Salinas

locf

oRouFS
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ntl

RETAIL

sAt Es SAIES

Hidr Sdrool

Ev€r€tt Ah/eEz Hhh School
DNFlN(x CHP 730 Squad Oub

7'L
AURCHG

l&.711

35-7E,

114-360

9'8.7X)

ia.llo

325.573

t51,r46

tlt.580

$o.919

t4r.638

&.e2e

325.551

35r 10A

Srta

t35.174

37034a

g.t2r

1r4247

t66.494

3||.7e5

'41.372

tr
llmts

1
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t25.gn

350.14.1

3t.510

KinshlD Suooort llnlimiled

t2e

35e A7Z

L-r66

Salinas Hloh Sdlool

t!t6.020

372.0rO

t5.O{3

Sacr€d

Scfpol

'In

t424r5

n.Eg,

35.qF

Sh€wrod School

tz2"4a

t44.650

33.1.l{,

Palma Hlqh School

tz7.r0(

3tl,2(x)

38.78a

|\,lorth Salinas Hloh

toTAl,g
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Phantom Firewod<s Sales - 2O2t

Salinas

Los Padres
Mt Toro High

$

32,462.58

$64,925.15

$

4,644.76

$

32,362.64

$64,725.28

$

4,630.77

$

34,740.62

$

$

5,863.69

1

sa:r.0r $63tm t60.{G
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FIRE DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS
During June

1st

& STATISTICS

to July 15,h, 2021, SFD responded to a total of

1,990 emergency incidents. A breakdown of the fire incidents with

previous years' data is provided as follows:

Structure Fires:
Vegetation Fires:
Misc. Fires (Dumpsters,

City Council/RSA Agenda

etc.):

122

2020

202L

L9

51

34 (8 Fireworks

relatedl

40 (9 from fireworks)

55 (6 Fireworks

related)

48 (5 from fireworks)
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POLICE DEPARTM E NT OPERATIONS
This year's fireworks enforcement were conducted on July 4th only. A
total of six officers, one Community Service Officer and one Sergeant
were assigned between 1600 hrs. and 0100 hrs. All SPD personnel
were ordered in on July 4th.
SPD Calls
7

for Service

/4/2L 1600-0100

Fireworks - 84

Citations lssued - 13
Smoke Check - 1
Vehicle lnjury Accident - 3

Medical Emergency - 4

City Council/RSA Agenda
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I

I

LLEGAL

FI

REWORKS REPORTS

Reports to gLI Dispatch Center; Q-Alert Salinas Connect and
Fireworks Website/Tip Lih€ = 1000+
a

There was a marked increase in fireworks use activity this year.

o

Staff attributes this to the holiday falling on a weekend.

o

Residents were eager to celebrate this holiday after months of pandemicrelated lockdowns and restrictions.

r')

City Council/RSA Agenda
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OBSERVE

& DOCUMENT
.

The police & fire departments
deployed officers u ndercover and in
marked units.

a

Citizen participation in reporting illegal
fireworks increased significantly. Most
reports came through The "salinas

Connect" application.
o

Prevention and Code Enforcement
Divisions assisted with observation and
docu mentation.
10

City Council/RSA Agenda
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I

LLEGAL

FI REWORKS

STATISTICS
ADMIMSTRATIVE CITATION

The total number of Administrative
Citations 251.
a

o

ministrative fines remained
unchanged from the previous year at
St,2s0 up to 52,2so.
Ad

Total citations issued 5362,500

a

CTTY OF SALINAS
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EDUCATION

& EN FORCEM ENT EXPENSES

Fire Department Overtime:

Police Depa rtment Overtime

:

Code Enforcement Overtime:

N/A

Public Works Overtime:
MoCo 911 Overtime:

2020

202L

S8,6oo

57 3qo

56,zqo

Sl,92z

-

Limited Staff

ss18
N/A

-

Limited Staff

t"r"surcharse

Stpqa
s2,193
N/A

-

Limited Staff

Outside Services:

St3,ooo

S2z,+35

Vehicle Rental:

St,t63

5t,t+z

Sign Printing:

s348

Si.,353

Movie Theater Ads

N/A

N/A Due to pandemic closure

Total Expenses:

City Council/RSA Agenda
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RECOMMENDATIONS

o

Work with community groups to establish a community-based organized
fireworks display to discourage "at-home" use of illegal fireworks.

o

Consider a "reward" system for tips leading to successful citation of
individuals and property owners where illegalfireworks are used. Rewards
could be funded with successfully collected fines.

o lncrease publicity of undercover activity and citation statistics in traditional
a nd

o

socia I media.

Work with SPD to utilize Drone Teams on future July 4*' Holidays

City Council/RSA Agenda
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CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

I

The goal of these programs continues to focus on changing social consciousness at
the individual and neighborhood level. lt should be acknowledged that this is an
ongoing process over several years.

I

Future years'plans will build on these successes and the Council Fireworks
Subcommittee and City staff will remain engaged with constituents to discuss and
implement recommendations to bring about a social change and improve the quality
of life for the residents of Salinas.
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Agenda Item 7 b.

Comprehensive Fireworks Overview and
Policy Options for Consideration
August 10, 2021
City Council/RSA Agenda
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Strategic Plan Consistency
•

City Council/RSA Agenda

Fireworks policy is not apart of the Strategic Plan

132
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2

Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

City Council Request

City Council/RSA Agenda

•

Overview Fireworks ordinance, regulations, compliance

•

Analysis of the City and fireworks permit holders
revenue and expenses

•

Potential enforcement options for fireworks violations

•

Process for banning all fireworks
133
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3

Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

“Safe and Sane” Fireworks

City Council/RSA Agenda

•

“Safe and Sane” fireworks are licensed by the State
Fire Marshal

•

Do not explode

•

Do not go into the air

•

Are sold in California communities that allow fireworks
134
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4

Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

History

City Council/RSA Agenda

•

Long history allowing fireworks sales by high school
groups, sports teams, civic groups, and churches

•

City Council adopted Ordinance 570-01 prohibiting
fireworks after difficult 4th July 2001

•

Fireworks vendors qualified referendum

135
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Referendum Challenging Fireworks Ban
•

Election held March 5, 2002:

•

“Shall Ordinance 570-01 repealing the sale, use, and
possession of safe and sane fireworks be adopted?”
•
•

City Council/RSA Agenda

3,085 voted to uphold fireworks ban
3,789 voted to overturn the ban
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

New Rules for Fireworks Sales

City Council/RSA Agenda

•

November 25, 2003, 15.20.140 Municipal Code

•

Fireworks prohibited east Mission Boulevard

•

Fireworks prohibited City parks, streets, and property

•

Fireworks deployed July 4 8:00 – 11:00 PM only

•

Fireworks booth holders assessed fee for City
administrative time, overtime, clean-up
137
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Are New Rules Followed?
•
•
•
•

•

City Council/RSA Agenda

Fireworks are not deployed east of Mission
Fireworks are not deployed in City Parks
Fireworks are deployed City streets and parking lots
Fireworks are deployed before and after designated
hours
UCPD issued 9 administrative citations for unsafe
deployment safe and sane, and 20 citations illegal
fireworks to property owner 2021
138
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

July 4, 2021, Fireworks Calls for Service
•

169 fireworks calls Union City Police Department

•

Union City Alameda County Fire
•
•
•
•

City Council/RSA Agenda

2 structures impacted by one fire
5 vegetation fires
5 other fires
1 medical call attributed to fireworks
139
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

What happened in other cities?
Jurisdiction

Calls for Service

Citations Issued

Union City

169

29

Fremont

135

0

Dublin

40

0

Newark

89

6

San Leandro

280

0

Petaluma

No Data

4

$ 250

Rohnert Park

201

11

$1,000

City Council/RSA Agenda
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$ 100

Criminal

10

Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Salinas a Charter City
• 251 Administrative Citations issued June 1 – June 15
• Fire Administration, Code Enforcement, Police Department
• $1,250 - $2,500 in fine, per wick, e.g. firework
• Property owner can be issued multiple citations
• Citizen App available to report illegal fireworks
• Noise Ordinance not used, not workable
City Council/RSA Agenda
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Fireworks Overtime and Cleanup
Fireworks suppliers pay for City cost and bill organizations
selling fireworks, 2021 expenses not finalized:

•
•

City Council/RSA Agenda

23 UCPD sworn, non-sworn, and dispatcher personnel
7 Alameda County Fire

•

2 Public Works staff

•

$20,691 expenses 2020
142
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Who are the organizations selling fireworks?
•
•
•

23 organizations grandfathered to allow sales (2003)
One fireworks permit per 4,000 residents
(2018)
21 organizations permitted to sell fireworks
•
•
•
•

City Council/RSA Agenda

3 churches
8 youth sports teams
1 civic group
9 programs associated with James Logan High School

143
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13

James Logan High School Groups
•
$21,658
James Logan Boys Basketball
•
$13,100
Logan High Girls Basketball
•
$63,201
James Logan Forensics
•
$22,813
Logan High Wrestling
•
$32,259
James Logan Band Boosters
•
$15,016
Logan High Tennis
•
$22,606
James Logan Football
•
$35,259
James Logan Track and Field

Youth Sports Teams
•
$ 4,927
•
$21,015
•
$19,267
•
$16,862
•
$14,678
•
$18,688

City Council/RSA Agenda

East Bay Bandits
Mission Valley Track and Field
Union City Youth Football
Union City Youth Soccer
Union City Soccer Club
American Little League

Church and Civic Groups
•
$17,497
Brown Temple
•
$21,471
Union City Apostolic Church
•
$18,694
Southern Alameda Co. Buddhist Church
•
$20,144
Union City Lions Club
144
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Fireworks Revenue Received by City

City Council/RSA Agenda

•

$14,764 approximate share state sales and local tax

•

$2,898 business license fees @ $161

•

$1,386 fireworks application fee @ $77

•

Staff time for processing applications, inspecting
booths, Finance Department, City Manager estimated
to be $15,000

•

Enabling resolutions authorize billing permit holders
145
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

What is the public’s opinion of fireworks?
•

Godbe Research conducted poll June 28 – July 7

•

3.7 percent cited fireworks as dissatisfaction with
Quality of Life in Union City

•

7 percent cited fireworks as the reason for calling police

•
City Council/RSA Agenda

Approximately 1.8 percent of those surveyed called
police because of fireworks
146
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Options for Fines
Deploying illegal fireworks subject to criminal misdemeanor
$1,000 citation

City Council/RSA Agenda

•

Police Officer would need to observe action and cite
individual

•

Difficult for Police Officer to do during neighborhood block
party with drinking

•

District Attorney responsible for prosecution and collecting
fine
17
147
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Options for Increasing Fines

City Council/RSA Agenda

•

Social Host Ordinance $1,000 fine

•

Against property owner, not individual

•

In spirt of Police Reform, seek to resolve situation
thorough means other than confrontation

•

Collection agency, low credit rating, Franchise Tax
Board

•

Rohnert Park and Petaluma enacted
148
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Adopt Ordinance Prohibiting “Safe and Sane”

City Council/RSA Agenda

•

Direct staff to prepare ordinance prohibiting sale of
“Safe and Sane Fireworks”

•

Subject to Referendum

•

If Referendum qualifies, ordinance suspended

•

Fireworks sales allowed until Certification of Election
149
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Adopt Ordinance Prohibiting Sale Fireworks

City Council/RSA Agenda

•

Take effect before July 4, 2022?

•

Take effect July 4, 2023?

•

Take effect some other future date?

•

Take action depending on objective

150
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Timing for Referendum
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
City Council/RSA Agenda

30 days to gather signatures after 2nd Reading
30 days approximate verify signatures
Fireworks sales are allowed until voters uphold
ban on sales and election certified
City Council can repeal ordinance or call for
election
88 days minimum City Council to call election
Registrar of Voters has 30 days to count ballots
City Council Certifies Election
151
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Illustration:
Voter Policy Decision before July 4, 2022
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
City Council/RSA Agenda

Second Reading September 28, 2021
Referendum signatures submitted October 28, 2021
Registrar of Voters certifies signatures November 29, 21
City Council calls Special Election December 13, 2021
Special Election mail-in ballots -- March 15, 2022
Certify election April 26, 2022
Fireworks applications due May 1, 2022
152
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Cost of Special Election -- 40,884 Voters
Time of Election

Cost Range

High End

Stand Alone

$19 - $21

$858,564

Stand Alone Vote by Mail

$ 9 - $11

$449,724

Countywide Primary

$7- $ 9

$367,956

Countywide General

$4- $ 6

$245,304
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Recent Actions to Prohibit Safe and Sane
• Petaluma adopted Ordinance 2020
• Finding climate change, dry conditions,
topography
• No challenge to Ordinance
• Rohnert Park adopted Ordinance 2021
• $335,000 net fireworks sales
• Referendum qualified May 18, 2021
• Special election set September 14, 2021
City Council/RSA Agenda
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Other Options to Consider
• Engage Community -- seek additional information
• Commission new survey focused on support or
opposition to banning fireworks
• $30,000 approximate cost
City Council/RSA Agenda
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Alternatives for Selling Fireworks
•

$400,000 net organizations selling fireworks 2021

•

No funding source in place for alternative grants

•

Would grants be just to fireworks sellers or to all
Union City community and school groups?

• $154,000 Cannabis Community Benefits 2027
• Notify organizations to seek alternative fundraising
City Council/RSA Agenda
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Alternatives for Selling Fireworks

City Council/RSA Agenda

•

Petaluma provided one time $30,000 in grants
to replace $120,000 lost income

•

Rohnert Park evaluated grant program to
replace potential $335,000 lost income

•

San Leandro and Hayward once had youth
groups selling fireworks -- groups exist today
157
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Fiscal Impact

City Council/RSA Agenda

•

No fiscal impact providing direction on alternative(s)

•

Fiscal impact will be presented on the fireworks
strategy(s) chosen

158
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Fireworks Overview -- August 10, 2021

Recommendation – Choose Option(s)
1. Make deployment of illegal fireworks a misdemeanor,
increase fine to $1,000, prepare Social Host Ordinance
to cite property owner for deploying illegal fireworks.
2. Remove the word “infraction” from existing Ordinance to
enable issuance of $1,000 Administrative Citation for
deployment of illegal fireworks from public property,
that is issued to individual
3. Complete cost analysis for processing fireworks and
present proposal to City Council for full cost recovery.
City Council/RSA Agenda
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Recommendation – Choose Option(s)
4. Receive more community input regarding support for the
sale of safe and sane fireworks, and/or community survey

5. Prepare and ordinance prohibiting the sale and use of
safe and sane fireworks, and evaluate options replacing
income from fireworks sales
6. Explore providing competitive grants to organizations
in-lieu of fireworks sales, including identifying sources of
funding
City Council/RSA Agenda
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Fireworks Overview – August 10, 2021

Recommendation – Choose Option(s)
7. Identify the long-term impact to the general fund to cover
the costs of enforcement during the 4th of July if “safe and
sane” fireworks are banned

8. Revise the City’s Strategic Plan to identify fireworks ban as
a priority so that resources can be dedicated to that effort
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